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But Greg wasn't just another student joining the freshman class that year â€” because he was
10 years old. But being a year-old in college came with quite a bit of baggage. The media was
fascinated with Greg â€” his mom recounted stories of Greg reading books at just 14 months
old, skipping from third grade to eighth, and finishing his high school curriculum in just 22
months. Media attention followed the boy genius everywhere he went â€” including to college.
No longer a "boy" genius, Greg tells Oprah in the video below that his college experience was
"a bit strange," but that he made "lots of friends" despite the age gap between him and his
classmates. Still, Greg admits that the media attention was "crazy" while he was in college, and
that people would recognize him everywhere he went. In and after college, Greg was
extraordinary. According to the video, he has been nominated for a Nobel Peace Prize fives
times thanks to his work for children's rights. When this interview was filmed in , Greg was
working at Mount Sinai to create better medicine. Becky Holt always knew she wanted to look
different from everyone else. At the age of 15, she got her first tattoo and was instantly hooked
on the experience. Early one promised to never ink her hands or face Becky, now a year-old
model from the UK, absolutely loves the world of body modification. She's tattooed from head
to toe â€” all except for the soles of her feet and the palms of her hands. She even plans to
"split" her tongue like a reptile! However, an excited and unexpected new chapter in her life has
made Becky take a step back from tattoos, piercings, and modifications because she's pregnant
with her first baby. Becky admits that being pregnant can bring on feelings of insecurity about
her body, over which she normally has so much control. She's learning to embrace the beauty
of her baby bump by incorporating her pregnancy into her photoshoots. And then I see the
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Choices Allow All. The fourth and final season of Wildfire premiered in early Greek debuted in
the summer of and became the longest-running series on ABC Family. Piller was an executive
producer on Syfy's Haven and has directed nine episodes of the series. Currently, he is
executive producing the Global series Private Eyes and has directed one episode of the series
in the first season, and is directing more in season two, which is currently in production. Piller
and his mother, Sandra Piller, are the principal officers of Piller Records. Piller was married to
actress Lindsay Price from to From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Retrieved The Hollywood
Reporter. Associated Press. University of Southern California. Herald Sun. She was previously
married to Hollywood producer Shawn Piller from to Stephen King 's The Dead Zone. Film TV
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Dailymail. Aretha Franklin's inimitable career will be put on display in the third season of
Genius, which has previously explored the lives of Albert Einstein and Pablo Picasso. Cynthia
Erivo stars as Franklin in the eight-episode series, which will be rolled out over four
consecutive nights starting Sunday, March 21 on National Geographic Channel. The trailer
begins with Franklin sitting down at the piano, as she's heard in voice-over saying, 'I'm writing a
new song. It's gonna hit you hard. It's gonna hit you hard'. Her hit song Chain of Fools is heard
playing as she takes to the stage to be crowned the Queen of Soul by the 'people of the world,' a
title that would stick her whole life. There are also flashback shots of a young Aretha performing
at her father C. Franklin's Courtney B. Vance 'Gospel Caravan' though another character says

she's, 'too young to go out there. Vance 'Gospel Caravan' though another character says she's,
'too young to go out there'. She's also seen with Ted White Malcolm Barrett , her first husband
and business manager, who she throws something at when he keeps drinking. She's also told,
'It's easier for the woman to be the help mate of a king than it is for a man to be the help mate of
a queen. When her first husband Ted tells her, 'Don't let that Queen thing go to your head,' she
pokes him in the forehead and responds, 'I'm gonna let that Queen thing go wherever I want it
to. Franklin says that, 'times are changing and I want to keep changing with it,' as she's seen at
protests stating, 'You've got to disturb the peace if you can't get no peace. The trailer winds
down with several shots of her performing along with stacks of Time Magazine's with her on the
cover and Aretha confidently stating, 'There will never be another one like me. The
eight-episode series Genius: Aretha kicks off with two episodes airing Sunday, March 21, with
two episodes airing the next three nights thereafter and all eight episodes available to stream
on Hulu starting March The views expressed in the contents above are those of our users and
do not necessarily reflect the views of MailOnline. Argos AO. Latest Headlines U. Privacy Policy
Feedback. Share this article Share. Share or comment on this article: Genius: Aretha trailer
follows Cynthia Erivo as the Queen of Soul as she makes her mark e-mail 7. Comments 4 Share
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AstraZeneca jab after English holiday destinations see huge surge in summer 'staycation'
bookings BUT Sage scientist warns Britons How Britain's second wave of Covid has drastically
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slams 'ageist' British TV industry for limiting roles for women in their 50s and 60s and He's
Britain's richest plumbing boss, with an OBE to boot. NordVPN - Internet security. Get a
discount code to save on your internet security. Currys - Technology Deals. Discover a range of
promo codes on kitchen appliances. Just Eat - Takeaway deals. Find Just Eat's special deals
and offers this week. Audible - Deals and offers. Listen to podcasts and books for less with
these offers. Back to top Home News U. The woman bought some small canisters from Kmart
and managed to turn them into the gift of the season simply by turning them upside down. She
presented them with a petite stack of sugar cookies, which sat on the lid, and appeared to be
sitting in a beautiful dome. A mum has revealed her clever Christmas canister gift hack just in
time for the big day - and it is super easy to replicate at home. She also wrote names of each
person on the inside of the lid - adding to the snow-globe effect. The small treats were put in
each person's place at a long table for a Christmas lunch. Hundreds of people were in awe of

the little project - with most commenting on how 'amazing' it looked. The mum pointed out they
are in the 'kitchen storage area with all the other canisters'. One woman pointed out this gift
idea could be used outside of Christmas - with others agreeing it could be perfect for weddings.
The views expressed in the contents above are those of our users and do not necessarily reflect
the views of MailOnline. Argos AO. Privacy Policy Feedback. Share this article Share. Share or
comment on this article: The genius last minute Christmas gift hack that will please anyone in
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a cruise ship in the Caribbean when the pandemic struck reveal Hollywood Harry! Duke of
Sussex looks 'Trump-like and American' with 'wide hand gestures' and 'man-spreading legs' in
Spotify video while 'demure' Meghan Markle 'gazes adoringly' at him, body language expert
reveals Two VERY different royal garden photoshoots: Princess Eugenie's 'organic, unedited
snap' is worlds apart from Prince Harry and Meghan Markle's 'contrived' pregnancy
announcement, experts say Who signed that off? Missguided - Get the latest fashion.
Lookfantastic - Discount codes. Treat yourself to offers on make-up and accessories. Wayfair Furniture offers. Check out the latest Wayfair sale to save on furniture. Back to top Home News
U. A savvy mum-of-three has revealed how she transformed a budget Kmart ottoman into a
luxurious storage table that can also be used as an indoor pot for a plant. Posting to an
Australian Facebook group, mum Kathy said she removed the material from the top cushion
and painted the pink ribbed ottoman white. Kathy used two 99 cent tubes of white Creative
Artist Collection paint from Aldi to paint the ottoman, but any acrylic paint can be used. The DIY
project took her no longer than half an hour to complete and the new style matched her other
white furniture. To use the ottoman as an inside pot plant, the wooden base from the cushion
was simply removed and the plant was placed inside. For others wanting to replicate the simple
DIY project themselves, the ottoman can be purchased from Kmart store and online. The social
media post quickly received more than 1, 'likes' from other Kmart shoppers part of the online
community who were impressed with the 'brilliant' transformation. For those wanting to
replicate the simple DIY project themselves, the ottoman can be purchased from Kmart stores
and online. The views expressed in the contents above are those of our users and do not
necessarily reflect the views of MailOnline. Argos AO. Privacy Policy Feedback. Share this
article Share. Share or comment on this article: Mum's genius Kmart ottoman hack makes it
look like luxury decor e-mail Comments 12 Share what you think. View all. Bing Site Web Enter
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Hollywood Harry! Duke of Sussex looks 'Trump-like and American' with 'wide hand gestures'
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Back to top Home News U. A mum has revealed how she slashes cooking time in her home by
using a huge three-pot slow cooker. The mum shared a picture of the huge slow cooker packed
with lamb shanks, beef stew and a beef joint. She said she had seen the cooker at Sainsbury's
but bought one for half the price on Ebay. After using the new cooker she said the expensive
one would still be worth it. And other slow cooker lovers were on board with the three-dish
cooker. While others who have tried the larger cooker also commented on the post. The
three-pot slow cooker can save home cooks time with their weekly meal preparation. The mum
described the meals she cooked in her new three-pot cooker - and said each took about five
hours. Use cubed beef and frozen vegetables. Onion, garlic and gravy granules. Stir together
with pearl barley. Place beef on onion slices and add gravy with crushed garlic. Serve with
vegetables and mash or roast potatoes. Garlic and rosemary lamb shanks. Just add freshly

crushed garlic and some dried rosemary to the gravy granules and pour over the shanks. This
three-pot slow cooker comes after home cooks revealed their hack to making two meals in one
pot. One hack involves using separate liner bags inside the slow cooker to prepare each meal.
The savvy insight was shared with hundreds of other home cooks online who were impressed
with the convenient idea. The hack involves using slow cooker liner bags and placing the food
for the separate meals inside each one pictured. So easy! The cooking bags prevent mess,
eliminate cleaning time and seal in the flavour of the food. It's best to use a bag that's
specifically designed to be placed in a slow cooker to avoid breakage. If using a standard bag,
pierce a hole at the top to allow the hot air to flow through. Also ensure the bag isn't tied too
tightly, as the food needs room to cook. For those who are environmentally conscious, reusable
silicone bags are available online at various retailers including Kogan and Amazon. My husband
always moans that I never cook anything spicy myself and the kids don't like it will be searching
for these,' one person said online. The views expressed in the contents above are those of our
users and do not necessarily reflect the views of MailOnline. Argos AO. Privacy Policy
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U. A woman has shared her simple trick for restoring old canvas sneakers and making them
look brand new again, and all you need is a couple of budget products. Alana also used a
detailing brush from Supercheap Auto to make her Converse sneakers as white as possible.
Hundreds who saw the simple cleaning trick were impressed, and said they would try it for
themselves. Run them around your washing machine on a warm wash with another teaspoon of
Di-San. Source: Facebook. BEFORE: While many were fans of scrubbing at the shoes with a
toothbrush before putting them around the wash, others said Polident tablets for your teeth are
the best stain removers. While many were fans of scrubbing at the shoes with a toothbrush
before putting them around the wash, others said Polident tablets are the best stain removers.
Previously, Kayla Itsines pictured shared how she keeps her white sneakers so white and it's
surprisingly easy to replicate. Previously, Kayla Itsines shared how she keeps her white
sneakers so white and it's surprisingly easy to replicate. She concluded by saying that you
should use 'no fabric softener' and 'no Napisan'. Kayla explained that this is the most simple
way of keeping her shoes gleaming. The views expressed in the contents above are those of our
users and do not necessarily reflect the views of MailOnline. Argos AO. Privacy Policy
Feedback. Share this article Share. What is the process for making your white sneakers white
again? Scrub with a detailing brush. Spray them again with Di-San. Soak in hot water with
Di-San powder for a few hours. Scrub again frequently with the brush. Comments Share what
you think. View all. Bing Site Web Enter search term: Search. Are you fantasising about a
holiday? Dream on Today's headlines Most Read Hollywood Harry! Duke of Sussex looks
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Wayfair sale to save on furniture. Back to top Home News U. Ever since antiquity, thinkers have
associated creativity with psychopathology--the classic idea of the "mad genius. The idea that
creativity and psychopathology are somehow linked goes way back to antiquity--to the time of
Aristotle. Centuries later, this belief was developed and expanded by various psychiatrists,
psychoanalysts and psychologists. For instance, Cesare Lombroso, M. To be sure, this idea has
not gone without challenge. On the contrary, humanistic psychologists were inclined to
associate creativity with mental health. Nevertheless, the prevailing view appears to be that
psychopathology and creativity are positively associated. But what is the scientific evidence
supporting this hypothesized association? And what does this evidence suggest is the basis for
the relationship? Scientific data addressing this issue come from three main sources:
historiometric, psychiatric and psychometric. Although each source has distinct
methodological problems, the findings all converge on the same general conclusions.
Historiometric research. In this approach, historical data are subjected to objective and
quantitative analyses. In particular, the biographies of eminent creators are systematically
analyzed to discern the presence of symptoms associated with various psychopathological
syndromes. Such historiometric inquiries lead to four conclusions. First, the rate and intensity
of psychopathological symptoms appear to be higher among eminent creators than in the
general population Ellis, ; Raskin, Although the differential depends on the specific definition
used, a reasonable estimate is that highly creative individuals are about twice as likely to
experience some mental disorder as otherwise comparable noncreative individuals Ludwig,
Depression seems to be the most common symptom, along with the correlates of alcoholism
and suicide Goertzel et al. Second, on average, the more eminent the creator, the higher is the
expected rate and intensity of the psychopathological symptoms Ludwig, Third, the rate and
intensity of symptoms varies according to the specific domain of creativity Ludwig, ; Post, For
example, psychopathology is higher among artistic creators than among scientific creators
Post, ; Raskin, Fourth, those family lines that produce the most eminent creators also tend to be
characterized by a higher rate and intensity of psychopathological symptoms Jamison, ; Juda, ;
Karlsson, Hence, even though there is some evidence that the lifestyle of creative activity can
have adverse consequences for mental health Schaller, , it remains the case that there may be a
common genetic component to both creativity and psychopathology Ludwig, Psychiatric
research. This type of evidence depends on the incidence of clinical diagnosis and therapeutic
treatment in samples of contemporary creators. Hence, the research does not require
retrospective analysis as in historiometric research, and the assessment of psychopathology
reflects modern standards. In any case, psychiatric studies also seem to find higher rate and
intensity of symptoms among distinguished creators, especially those engaged in artistic
creativity Andreasen and Canter, ; Jamison, Once more, depression, alcoholism and suicide
appear to be the most common indicators. Furthermore, the evidence suggests that creativity
and mental illness run in the same family lines Andreasen, ; McNeil, ; Myerson and Boyle,
Psychometric research. Here, standard assessment instruments are applied to contemporary
creators. The sampled creators either vary substantially in creative achievement or else they are
compared to a control group of noncreative participants who are otherwise comparable. In
general, highly creative individuals score above normal level on several dimensions associated
with psychopathology Barron, For instance, creativity is positively correlated with psychoticism
scores on the EPQ Eysenck, , In addition, the higher the level of creativity displayed, the higher
the scores tend to be on the clinical scales. Nonetheless, artistic creators still have more
elevated scores than do scientific creators Simonton, Eysenck's work is a research integration
of work published much earlier. More recent work tends to focus on specific components, such
as the research on latent inhibition discussed later. Also, the psychometric literature provides
some unique empirical results that can shed some light on the specific nature of the
relationship between creativity and psychopathology. The following two sets of findings stand
out. First, although highly creative individuals tend to exhibit elevated scores on certain
psychopathological symptoms, their scores are seldom so high as to represent bona fide
psychopathology. Instead, the scores lie somewhere between the normal and abnormal ranges
Barron, ; Eysenck, For example, although successful writers score higher than normals on most
clinical scales of the MMPI, and highly creative writers score higher still, scores for both groups
remain below those received by individuals who are psychotic Figure. At these moderate levels,
the individual will possess traits that can actually be considered adaptive from the standpoint of
creative behavior. For instance, higher than average scores on psychoticism are associated
with independence and nonconformity, features that lend support to innovative activities
Eysenck, In addition, elevated scores on psychoticism are associated with the capacity for

defocused attention e. This less restrictive mode of information processing is also associated
with openness to experience, a cognitive inclination that is positively associated with creativity
Peterson and Carson, ; Peterson et al. Second, creative individuals score high on other
characteristics that would seem to dampen the effects of any psychopathological symptoms. In
particular, creators display high levels of ego strength and self-sufficiency Barron, ; Cattell and
Butcher, Accordingly, they can exert meta-cognitive control over their symptoms, taking
advantage of bizarre thoughts, rather than having the bizarre thoughts take advantage of them.
Furthermore, the capacity to exploit unusual ideas is supported by general intelligence.
Although intelligence is not correlated with creativity in the upper levels of the intelligence
distribution, a certain minimal level of intelligence is required for exceptional creativity
Simonton, That threshold level is in the gifted range, roughly equivalent to an IQ Creators do
not necessarily have genius-grade IQs, but they do have sufficient information processing
power to select, develop, elaborate and refine original ideas into creative contributions. Do
these results imply that creativity and psychopathology are intimately connected? Are genius
and madness tantamount to the same thing? The answer to the first question is affirmative, but
the response to the second is negative. The affirmation comes from the fact that various
indicators of mental health appear to be negatively associated with creative achievement. This
fact is demonstrated by historiometric, psychiatric and psychometric sources. The negation
emerges from the equally crucial reality that few creative individuals can be considered truly
mentally ill. Indeed, outright psychopathology usually inhibits rather than helps creative
expression. Even more significant is the fact that a very large proportion of creators exhibit no
pathological symptoms, at least not to any measurable degree. Hence, psychopathology is by
no means a sine qua non of creativity. Instead, it is probably more accurate to say that creativity
shares certain cognitive and dispositional traits with specific symptoms, and that the degree of
that commonality is contingent on the level and type of creativity that an individual displays. To
be more specific, the relationship can be expressed as follows. In general, creativity requires
the cognitive ability and the dispositional willingness to "think outside the box"; to explore
novel, unconventional and even odd possibilities; to be open to serendipitous events and
fortuitous results; and to imagine the implausible or consider the unlikely. From this
requirement arises the need for creators to have such traits as defocused attention, divergent
thinking, openness to experience, independence and nonconformity. Let us call this complex
configuration of traits the "creativity cluster. The higher the level of creativity displayed, the
higher the likelihood that the individual manifests this cluster. In addition, some domains
require this cluster more than others do. For instance, scientific creativity tends to be more
constrained by logic and fact than artistic creativity. Accordingly, this creativity cluster of
attributes will be more apparent in artists than in scientists Simonton, However, there will be
some differences even with each of these general domains. For example, artists operating in
formal, classical or academic styles will operate under more constraints than artists working in
more expressive, subjective or romantic styles Ludwig, The extent to which they exhibit the
creativity cluster will reflect this stylistic contrast. Because some psychopathological
symptoms correlate with several of the characteristics making up the creativity cluster,
moderate amounts of these symptoms will be positively associated with creative behavior.
Moreover, more creative individuals will display these traits to a higher degree. Creators
operating in less-constrained domains will also exhibit these symptoms to a greater extent. To
the extent that these symptoms have a genetic foundation, creativity can be said to be partly
biologically determined. Nevertheless, psychopathological symptoms are not the only possible
source for the cognitive and dispositional attributes underlying creativity. Many environmental
experiences and conditions can also nurture the development of the same cluster. Although
some of these developmental influences are also associated with psychopathology, others are
not. Thus, on the one hand, creative development is frequently associated with traumatic
experiences in childhood or adolescence, experiences that may also contribute to depression
and suicidal tendencies Eisenstadt, ; Goertzel and Goertzel, On the other hand, development is
also linked to an enriched and diverse intellectual and cultural environment, an environment
that is neutral with respect to psychopathology Simonton, Growing up under such conditions
fosters the emergence of many cognitive and dispositional traits that define the creativity
cluster. The theoretical interpretation just provided holds that creativity and psychopathology
share a common set of traits. As a consequence, creators will commonly exhibit symptoms
often associated with mental illness. The frequency and intensity of these symptoms will vary
according to the magnitude and domain of creative achievement. At the same time, these
symptoms are not equivalent to out-and-out psychopathology. Besides the fact that
characteristics are normally at subclinical levels, their effects are tempered by positive
attributes, such as high ego strength and exceptional intellect. Moreover, many of the relevant

components can be nurtured by environmental factors that lessen their dependence on any
psycho-pathological inclinations. Taken altogether, this means that creativity is not
incompatible with mental and emotional health. This affirmation is reinforced by the existence
of numerous creative individuals who display little or no symptoms beyond normal baselines.
As a result, creators should have no fear that therapeutic treatment for disabling mental or
emotional disorders would undermine their creative potential. Because the relationships
between certain symptoms and creativity are described by curvilinear inverted-U curves, one
goal of psychiatric intervention should be to identify the optimum level of functioning and then
maintain the creative individual at that level. Furthermore, treatment can also concentrate on
those aspects of the creative personality that have a positive linear association with both
creativity and mental health. Examples include ego strength and openness to experience.
Although such an intervention clearly requires a delicate balancing act, the task is not by any
means impossible. Executed carefully, it should be possible to help clients become more
creative and more healthy at the same time. Simonton is distinguished professor of psychology
at the University of California, Davis, and author of nearly publications concerning various
aspects of genius, creativity and leadership. Andreasen NC , Creativity and mental illness:
prevalence rates in writers and their first-degree relatives. Am J Psychiatry 10 Compr Psychiatry
15 2 Princeton, N. Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill. Eysenck HJ , Creativity and personality:
suggestions for a theory. Psychological Inquiry Eysenck HJ , Creativity and personality: word
association, origence, and psychoticism. Creativity Research Journal New York: Cambridge
University Press. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers. Gough HG , Tests of personality:
questionnaires. Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory. New York: Ronald Press, pp
Jamison KR , Mood disorders and patterns of creativity in British writers and artists. Psychiatry
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creativity with schizophrenia. Hereditas Ludwig AM , Creative achievement and
psychopathology: comparison among professions. New York: Guilford Press. Ludwig AM ,
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Boyle RD , The incidence of manic-depression psychosis in certain socially important families:
preliminary report. Peterson JB, Carson S , Latent inhibition and openness to experience in a
high-achieving student population. Personality and Individual Differences 28 2 Personality and
Individual Differences 33 7 Post F , Creativity and psychopathology. A study of world-famous
men. Br J Psychiatry 2 [see comment]. Post F , Verbal creativity, depression and alcoholism. An
investigation of one hundred American and British writers. Br J Psychiatry 5 [see comment].
Raskin EA , Comparison of scientific and literary ability: a biographical study of eminent
scientists and men of letters of the nineteenth century. Journal of Abnormal Social Psychology
Schaller M , The psychological consequences of fame: three tests of the self-consciousness
hypothesis. J Pers New York: Oxford University Press. Simonton DK , Creativity. Cognitive,
personal, developmental, and social aspects. Am Psychol 55 1 Are Genius and Madness
Related? Contemporary Answers to an Ancient Question May 31, Empirical Evidence Scientific
data addressing this issue come from three main sources: historiometric, psychiatric and
psychometric. Theoretical Interpretation Do these results imply that creativity and
psychopathology are intimately connected? Implications The theoretical interpretation just
provided holds that creativity and psychopathology share a common set of traits. Disclosures:
Dr. References: Andreasen NC , Creativity and mental illness: prevalence rates in writers and
their first-degree relatives. Eisenstadt JM , Parental loss and genius. Am Psychol 33 3 Boston:
Houghton Mifflin. Boston: Little, Brown. Ludwig AM , Alcohol input and creative output. Br J
Addict 85 7 It became Black History Month in Generally, this month has been set aside to honor
the contributions that Black people have made to society. Some white people have been known
to say that Black people have not contributed anything to the advancement of the world, and
this is patently ludicrous. Unfortunately, perception is often taken as reality. This, however, is
an extremely erroneous notion as you shall soon see! One of the first things that must be
mentioned is that Black History did not begin with slavery! Black people are NOT inherently
slaves; we are people who became enslaved during the process of conquer and divide. Our
history goes back to the beginning of the very fabric of time, and works our ancestors created
are at the very foundation of society. Today this is no different; the achievements of Black
people can be seen in every field of endeavor. This is proof positive of the genius that we
possess. The term white supremacy has been on the ascendant of societal conversations lately.
This is because the last presidential administration brought these ideas to the forefront. White
supremacists have been emboldened because they felt they had an advocate in the White
House. In hindsight, they apparently did. The chief point is, however, that a group that is secure

in itself would not have to rely on telling us how supreme they are. Henry Brown, , invented the
fire safe; Marie Van Brittan Brown, , invented the home security system; John Albert Burr, s,
rotary blade lawn mower; George Edward Alcorn, Jr; , invented a method of fabricating an
image-ray spectrometer; Janet Bashen, , first African American to receive a patent for a
web-based software invention, LinkLine, an Equal Employment Opportunity case management
and tracking software; Patricia Bath; , inventions related to cataract surgery including the
Laserphaco Probe, which revolutionized industry in the s, and an ultrasound technique for
treatment; and Earl S. Bell, -, invented chair with sliding skin and the quantitative display
apparatus Others include Phil Brooks, the disposable syringe; R. Love, pencil sharpener; Hugh
Macdonald, rocket catapult; Tom J. Marshall, fire extinguisher; Garrett Morgan, gas mask; W.
Purvis, fountain pen; Henry Sampson, cellular phone; J. Jones, internal combustion engine.
Additionally, John Standard, refrigerator; Paul E. Williams, helicopter; Granville T. Woods, roller
coaster
gm 14 bolt rear end diagram
pioneer avh 290bt wiring diagram
chevrolet s 10 blazer
; Dr. Charles Drew, blood plasma; Joseph N. Jackson, video commander; Mark E. Dean, helped
develop the first color computer monitor; Otis Boykin, pacemaker and 25 other patents
including burglar-proof cash register; Lonnie G. These are just a few of the Black people who
have used their genius to make important contributions to society. Our youth need to know
about them. They must understand that we are, in fact, whatever we want to be, and we do not
have to limit ourselves to what others think of us. We control the narrative! A Luta Continua.
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